


A Standardized Machine Learning based approach to Conversion Rate
Estimation

Theaimof this presentationis to describea StandardizedMachineLearningBasedApproachto the
ConversionRateestimationexploitingthe most advancedtechniquesavailablein the DataScience
Field,but takinginto accountthe possibilityto deployinto productionthe optimalestimatedmodel

1. Combininga crossvalidationapproachwith an AutomatedBayesianApproach,we obtain the
άōŜǎǘέpredictionfrom five different models

2. Usingsimulations,a weightedaverageof the five singularmodelswascalculated,provingthat
all modelsaresuboptimal (i.e. TwoLayerEnsembleModelςType1)

3. Starting from the most significant features detected using the Shap Value and the five
predictionsof the modelsasnew features,a secondlayer LightGBMmodel is trained (i.e. Two
LayerEnsembleModelςType2)
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Introduction, definitions and foundation of our research

TheConversionRate is defined as the ratio between the number of the underwritten insurancepolicies
andthe numberof the quote requests:

Å 0όάȊŜǊƻέύςevenif somepotential clientsaskfor a quote, they decideto buyanotherinsuranceproposal

Å 1ςfor eachquote requestthere isa new insurancepolicy

Bothof the abovecasescanclearlybe definedasextremecases,but representthe rangeof this indicator

A good prediction of this ratio produces at least two main advantages for an Insurer:

1. Increase in Competitiveness: this is especially important when the underwriting cycle shows a softening 
period

2. Effective price changes: a Company could identify rate changes or dedicated discounts coherently with the 
estimated conversion and profitability calculated for each potential client, both needed to develop a pricing 
optimisationtool

The analysis were carried out in Python, using licenses open source libraries heavily used by 

practitioners and trusted by the Data Science community



Data and selected perimeter of our investigation

Å Theselectedperimeter is the Motor Third Party Liability (MTPL)for private cars. TheMTPL(all
vehicles)in Italy representsthe 41%of the Non-LifeGrossWritten Premium(*)

Å Databaseis foundedon a realaggregateddataset representingan Italianbenchmarkmarket

όϝύ !bL!Σ άPremidel lavorodiretto italianoнлмтέ - http://www.ania.it/export/sites/default/it/pubblicazioni/rapporti-annuali/Volumi-Premi-lavoro-diretto-italiano/2017/PREMI-2017-x-WEB.pdf

Å The train set is composed by 520,325 όҒ80% of the data) quote requests. The average
observed/historicalconversionrate in this is24.3%

Å The test set is composed by 130,081 όҒ20% of the data) quote requests. The average
observed/historicalconversionrate in this is23.9%

Å Foreachquote request26 featuresare considered: premiumrange,ageof the client,power-to-
weight ratio, BonusMalus,enginepower,vehicleage,yearsof car ownership,vehicleageat the
purchasedate,occupation,guidestyle,ageof patentqualification,housingdensity,horsepowers,
Italian region,numberof noninsuredyears,marital status,fuel typeandeducation

Å In order to treat properlyall variables,numericalfeaturesare encodedinto orderedintegerafter
creatingbins basedon their distribution, while we apply OneHot Encodingon the categorical
variables

http://www.ania.it/export/sites/default/it/pubblicazioni/rapporti-annuali/Volumi-Premi-lavoro-diretto-italiano/2017/PREMI-2017-x-WEB.pdf


Machine Learning Models (1/5)

Below the models used to build the First Layer of the Ensemble Model are introduced, highlighting their 
main properties

Generalized Linear Model - GLM

The GLM represents the state of the art algorithm extensively used in the Insurance sector to predict the Conversion Rate. 
The Binomial family distribution is considered as the error distribution, in association with its canonical Logit link function.
See Chapter 2 of [4] for a thorough discussion of the statistical model

iii xy eb+= '

Classification and Regression Tree ïCART (*)

Let {Ai}i be a partition of the 26 dimensional space of the features, the CART is defined as a linear combination of 
indicator functions

ὅὃὙὝὼ Вὧ ὼɴ Ὓ

The model fits by minimizing a specified loss function and is able to capture non-linear and complex

relationships. In contrast there is a high risk of overfitting. See Section 9.2 of [5] for more details.

(*) It is not treated as a singular Machine Learning model, but it is the base of the models reported in the next slide



Machine Learning Models (2/5)

Random Forest - RF

The Random Forest consists of an averageof K CART models

GradientBoostingMachine - GBM 

The Gradient Boosting Machine is defined as a linear combination of CART models

В ὅὃὙὝὼ
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where each CART is estimated by means of two random effects: Bootstrapping (Ғ 70%) and Feature 

Bagging (Ҟ26). Both hyperparameters, important in preventing overfitting, are subject to fine tuning. See [3] for 

a complete argumentation.

ὄὕὕὛὝὼ ίὭὫάέὭὨὅὃὙὝὼ

where the sigmoid function is used to map the combination of CARTs into [0;1].

Therefore the model tries to iteratively adjust the prediction by fitting a gradienton the mistakes made in previous 
iterations. See [1] for more details.



Machine Learning Models (3/5)

From the GBM to the Gradient Boosting Decision Trees (GBDT)

Å CART models are estimated by minimizing a specified loss function

Å There is no method that can find the best split while avoiding going through all features of all data points

Therefore, the various implementations of Gradient Boosting Decision Trees (GBDT) are methods 

of finding the approximate best split. We selected the most well known:

Å XGBoost- it implementsHistogram-Basedmethodsto approximatethe bestsplit andignoressparseinputs. See[8] for
the completealgorithm

Å LightGBM- it implementsthe samemethodsof XGBoost, plus a method calledGradient-basedOne-SideSampling
usedto sampledatabasedon their gradient. See[9] for a completeexplanation

Å CatBoost- it exploitsHistogram-Basedmethodsasthe previoustwo implementations,but the mainadvantageis that
it isableto automaticallyhandlecategoricalfeatureswithout anyexplicitpre-processing( [10])



Machine Learning Models (4/5)

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5
Model 6

Some unknown distribution

Ensemble could give the global picture!



Machine Learning Models (5/5)

Ensemble could give the global 
picture!



Methodology two calibrate a “Two Layer Ensemble Model”

Hyperparameter 
Optimization 
using Bayesian 
Optimization (h)

Estimation of the 
First Layer of the 
Ensemble Model 
( )̒

Estimation of 
the Second 
Layer of the 
Ensemble 
Model (̒ ( )˄)

As reported in the first slide, the methodology we present in order to calibrate a Two Layer Ensemble 
Model                                    can be divided into three main stepsὓέὨὩὰώȟ—ȟὬ



Find the hyperparameters that yield the lowest error on the validation set in the hope that 

these results generalize to the testing set

Hyperparameter Tuning using Bayesian Optimization

1. Grid(or Full)search

2. Randomsearch

3. BayesianOptimization(see[6] for moredetails)

Å Limit expensive evaluations of the objective function by choosing
the next input values based on those that have done well in the 
past, where the objective function is the Cross Validation Error of 
a Model using a set of hyperparameter

Å Plots of ROC AUC score against the search iteration using 
Bayesian Optimization. As you can see, there is a positive 
correlation between the number of iteration and the score. Stars 
in the plots represent the highest value attained. For each ML 
Model, the number of maximum iterations carried out depends 
on the computational time. On average, for each model one day 
of computations is needed to complete the search.



First EnsambleLayer

Thestrategyadoptedto create the first ensemblelayer consistsof dividingthe training set into 5 folds as
showsin the tablebelow

At this point, in order to estimate the parameters i̒ for each of our ML model in                                    , we do the following:

1. For Experiment = 1 to 5 do:

Å Fit ὓέὨὩὰώȟ—ȟὬ on the 4 folds (white or training) ĄὓέὨὩὰώȟ—ȟὬ

Å Use this estimated model to predict on the 5th fold (orange, or validation).

2. Combine the 5 disjointed set of predictions of the ƳƻŘŜƭǎὓέὨὩὰώȟ—ȟὬ
ȡ

into one complete out-of-fold 

prediction of the training set Ą i˄

ὓέὨὩὰώȟ—ȟὬ



Second EnsambleLayer

The estimation of the Second Ensemble Layer consists of consider the out-of-fold predictions {˄ i}i

generated by each i-th model as the input variable of a new model

WeightedAverageof 
{vi} ςType1

ωWe consider the {vi} and all the 26 original variables as input 
features for the Second Layer

ωThen we use the ShapValue (see [7]) to identify the most
important originalfeatures

LightGBM

ωWe do the same as of the previous model, except that we fit a 
new XGBoostModelXGBoost

ωWe search for the combination of weights that maximize the F 
Score. The optimal simulatedweights are:

Type2



Analysis of Results (1/4)

1. Startingfrom the mostcommonmetricsforŎƭŀǎǎƛŦƛŜǊΩǎevaluation

ω Accuracy = (TP+TN)/(P+N)

ω Error = (FP+FN)/(P+N)

ω Precision = TP/(TP+FP)

ω Recall/TP rate = TP/P

ω FP Rate =  FP/N

Predicted class

Actual

class

Pos Neg

Pos TP FN

Neg FP TN

P

N

2. Andcalculatinga FirstLayerPredictionsMatrix Correlation

The Tree Based Models, 
such as Random Forest, 

LightGBMand
XGBoost, tend to have 

high correlations



Analysis of Results (2/4)

Weshowin the followingslidesthe resultsfor eachof the chosenmodel

Å The LightGBM and the XGBoost are the most performing singular ML models

Å Observe how the out-of-fold statistics on the train set follow the same order of magnitude of the test 
set

Singular Models



Analysis of Results (3/4)

Two Layer Ensemble Model ςType 1

Å The results in Table 4 clearly show that the LighGBM is the most important model, followed by 

the Random Forest and the CatBoost

Å Among the five best models there is not much difference in terms of performance

Å While regarding the weights we learn that as the LightGBMand CatBoostincrease in importance the 
XGBoostweights less ĄCorrelation

Best simulated 
results

19.96%



Two Layer Ensemble Model ςType 2

Å In table 6 we present the final results of the Two Layer Ensemble Model on the test set 

Å The best performance is obtained by the LightGBM with best feautures, increasing our 

confidence in the model performance

Å Best featuresare evaluated thanks to the ShapValue (see [7] for a deep discussion)

Analysis of Results (4/4)



Focus on Shap Value

Å It relies on solid Game Theory methodologies, i.e. the Shapley 
Values, where the n input variables are metaphorically 
equivalent to n players playingof a particular game

Å Figure shows the most important features, order from the most 
significant to the least one and, analyzing the colours, it is 
possible to understand if a high level of the feature impacts 
positive or negatively the probability of conversion

Å /ƘŀǊǘ ƛǎ ŎŀƭƭŜŘ άviolin plotέ

Å Consider for example the lgbfeature, that is the output of the 
first layer LighGBM, a high value of this feature, i.e. a probability 
of almost 1, produces a positive impact on the output of the 
model, as you may guess. 

Å The same for the opposite
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